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Spare Parts 
management
improvements 

Parttrap® Spare Parts Management is a 
convenient solution for keeping all spare 
parts information up-to-date and made 
available online via clickable pages and 
hotspots in diagram books. We’ve now 
added new hotspot types such as graphic 
objects and images and new action types, 
such as open content unit.

• For all types of product search 

• For handling filter panels. Filter panels in 
combination with text search will have 
much higher performance. Filter panels 
inside VP products will have the same 
functionality and performance as filter 
panels connected to product tree nodes. 

• For basket handling and add to basket 
function.
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Performance improvements: 
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Store Locator 
improvements 

Now it’s also possible to manage store 
information directly in Studio, instead of 

reading from ERP.

Store Pickup 
requires Store Locator add-on

In Studio you can select which of your 
distributors that also act as pickup points. 
When B2C customers checkout they select 
at which store they want to collect their 
goods.
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Order information:

Export order to Excel

Export order to 
Excel

In the Order Detail Page there is 
now a button for exporting the 
order into Excel-format.

Show message for 
next discount level
Now it is possible to activate 
functionality to show a message 
to the user that if they order X 
items more, they will get a higher 
discount. For example, if the 
customer orders 4 of an item and 5 
will get a higher discount, there will 
be a message shown.

+4-
ADD 5 ITEMS OR MORE 

AND GET A 30% DISCOUNT!

Manage your own 
delivery addresses

New section with the possibility 
to manage your own delivery 
addresses directly in the site 
instead of in Studio. These 
addresses are only stored in ONE 
and complement the delivery 
addresses from ERP.

Edit total  
order discount
for iScala integration

If the new privilege Edit Head 
Discount is activated there will 
be a possibility to enter a total 
order discount in the basket 
and recalculate the total order 
sum. Currently only working for 
integration with iScala ERP.
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Display total 
weight in checkout
It is now possible to add fields in 
checkout in order to display total 
weight of the ordered items: One 
information field and one field with 
the weight.

Save attachments 
for orders

There is now a site privilege, 
“EnableAddOrderAttachment”, 
which will enable the user to attach 
documents with the order. Those 
documents will be shown in Order 
Details.
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Content unit 
versions

It is now possible to make versions 
of content units. This was before 
only possible to do with pages. 
When making a new page version 
you are given the option to also 
create a versions of the included 
content units.

Copy Page Version
Previously you could only copy the 
default page in Studio > Content 
> Pages, now you can also copy 
the page version by clicking on the 
copy icon - the page will be added 
to the list of versions.

Copy Page and 
units

 
When copying a page you are now 
given the option to also make a 
copy of the included units. When 
doing this you also have the 
possibility to add a prefix after the 
original name of the units.

Also copy 
content units?

Notable 
changes Add-ons

New 
Features

Improved 
features

Enhanced URL 
display for SEO 

purposes
A link inside a content unit is now 
created with the same url as linking 
from the navigation.

Support for 
Robots.txt for SEO 

purposes
Previously, the contents of 
Robots.txt was hard-coded. Now 
it is possible to set the contents 
of the file in the system setting 
“RobotsTxtContent”.

Search feature for 
document list 

In the Document List section there 
is a new setting - "Searchbox". If 
set to yes it's possible to search on 
document names in the document 
list on the site. (This is not an 
option for Product Documents 
section).

*Available 
in next
Release
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Products
New privileges for quantity per package 
New privileges “Qty Per Package Option 1” and “Qty Per Package Option 2” have been introduced in order to handle 
quantity per package. In previous versions this was a system setting.
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Filter panel condition check  
When adding nodes in Condition for a filter panel, there is now a check if the nodes are already connected to other 
filter panels. If so there is a warning message informing that the nodes are not saved because of this.

Attribute values connection to a large number of products 
In Studio, it is now possible to connect an attribute value to more than 350 products in one transaction - which was 
the limit before.

Attribute names with “.”  
Attribute values for attribute names with “.” can now be imported and don’t cause errors. 

Ship To ERP bug in Studio for iScala 
Problem in Studio when selecting Ship To Addresses and using Address Restriction now fixed.

Warning when removing attributes 
If you try to delete an attribute that is used in an attribute panel, attribute category or filter panel you will now get a 
warning. 

Deleting a catalog node with children 
When deleting a catalog node with children the child nodes are now also deleted from the database table. Before 
they were only deleted from Studio but still had a connection to the parent node in the table.  

Privilege “Edit only own language”  
This privilege was introduced in version 3.2, but now also affects translation of Product Name for VP.
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Cart/checkout

Spinning cursor displayed while uploading a file to cart in Checkout
Import of a cart with many products can take a long time, now a spinning cursor is shown to indicate that the 
system is working.

Email format validation in B2C checkout
In B2C checkout we now validate that the E-mail address contains “@” and a complete domain (for example name@
domain.com and not just name.com or name@com)

Visual help in the import cart function
Besides the information text about how to import a cart, now there are also images adding visual help to 
understand this.

Request for quotation improvements
Button “continue to payment” hidden and replaced with “Next” button.
Two new System Settings added: “RequestQuotationEmailAddress” and “RequestQuotationEmailSubject”.
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Enhancements for privilege “Edit Line Price & Discount” 
Improved function for editing price and discount per article line in basket. After clicking on Edit pen to change the 
price, click on check mark to save it or X to cancel the change. If the price has been edited there will be a padlock 
next to it to indicate this.

Order number counter based on site role
In Studio, System -> Counters, there is now a column for Site Roles where you can link different site roles to different 
order number series.
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New setting to hide price and discount in Account Details 
There’s now a privilege “Ability to hide price”. If set, users connected to that role will see two checkboxes in the 
Account Detail Page: “Hide prices” and “Hide Net Price & Discount”. They can be checked in order to hide the prices 
in the site for the user.

Improvements for Sign-up form for New Customer
Fields for Country and State added. 
Country Sort Order now alphabetical.
Address fields in same order in both address sections.

New section setting to display Address in Search Customer
In the section Customer Search in the Search Customer page layout, there is now a setting “Display Address column 
in list”. If set to Yes, an Address column with the Customer Address will be shown next to the Customer Name in 
Customer Search.
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Content

Selecting images in content units
In Studio, when browsing for images to upload inside a content unit - you can now click the entire row for the image 
to select it - not only the check-box circle.

Fix for one-click editor
Pop-up links no longer destroyed when saving in one-click editor.

Navigation Node Link Type 
When editing a navigation node, now you have the same four options for Link Type as for creating a navigation 
node: No link, Internal, External and Popup.

Fix for Layout theme before login
Before certain pages, such as “reset password” were displayed with the layout theme set as default. Now, when a 
user is not logged in - these pages get layout theme “default theme before login” if there is one.
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Invoice/Order

New section setting for searching orders, invoices and quotes
Show Open/Close as radio buttons or buttons
In Studio, Page Designer, the sections Order Search, Invoice Search and Quote Search now have a setting where you 
can choose if you want to display the search options Open/Close as radio buttons or buttons.

New Search Order option for iScala
For iScala customers “Our reference” is now a standard search option in Search Order.

Fix for search order
Search order on delivery address now working for all ERP systems.
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